Minutes of the Meeting of Events and Marketing held on 23rd June
at The Quality Hotel, Allesley Coventry CV5 9BA
Present: Lucy Etches (LE), Michael Wood (MW), Alice Singleton (AS), Lucy Stowell (LS), Beth
Duchesne (BD)
NFYFC Staff: Erica Attwood (EA) NFYFC Events & Travel (minutes), Gary Woodman (GW) NFYFC IT
Officer, James Eckley NFYFC Chief Officer
Observing: David Fellows (DF)
In Attendance: Lynsey Martin (LM)( Chair of Council),Cheryl Liddle (CL)(Elliot House), Chris Lloyd
(CLL), Ben Westwood (BW), David Clark (DC)
Apologies: Matt Frampton, Chris Acock, Sarah Williams, Katie Hall, Matt Denby, Henry Knowles,
Eleanor Smale, William Gulliver, Sioned Davies, Laura Elliot

SATURDAY 23 JUNE 2018
Signed ......................................................
Michael Wood (Chair of Events & Marketing)

Dated:.........................................................
June 2018

Agenda Item 1 – Opening Remarks
MW opened the meeting and thanked everyone for attending. The group went round the table and introduced
themselves.
Agenda Item 2 – Apologies for absence
All apologies were received in advance of the meeting.
Agenda Item 3- Confirm minutes from the previous meeting (17 February 2018)
Confirmed the previous minutes & MW signed.
Agenda Item 4 - Matters arising from previous minutes (not covered under agenda items)
No matters arising.
Agenda Item 5 – Any relevant correspondence
No relevant correspondence.
Agenda Item 6 – YFC Travel Ski Trip 2019

Ben Westwood: Launch will be during week of 6th July.
220 YFC members went on the 2017 trip; NUCO and NFYFC are aiming for an increase on that figure for

this trip.
Merchandise: 60 of the PARK hoodies were sold last year, more could have been sold but they went on the
booking system late. E&M were shown the design for this year and all agreed that the standard hoody, not
the high neck, was the best style for the trip.
Action: BW to liaise with PARK and get the designs and pricing to NUCO for the booking page before the
trip launch.
BW asked whether it would be possible to try and get additional sponsorship for the trip shirts. EA to liaise
with SW.
SG was informed that there were still two Area Sales Rep spaces available, one for West Midlands and one
for South East. BW informed the group that George Goodwin would be keen to fill the WM positions and
the group suggested Eleanor Smale for the SE Rep.
Action: EA to speak to GG and ES
Group discussed extra sponsorship for the trip. BW and EA to discuss this with Sophie Willingale.
Agenda Item 7 – Communications & Marketing

Communications Update from Cheryl Liddle
Annual Convention was covered in the session before SG meetings.
Overview of social media stats
 38,759 fans on Facebook (increase of 1,063)
 12,900 followers on Twitter (increase of 400)
 2,216 followers on Instagram (increase of 585)
The SG were shown some of the Facebook reactions to our tops posts since Convention, this included the
#trueyfc campaign and the statement following the ‘call to help’ over the anti-social behaviour.
Top Convention Twitter posts:
 Tweet about James Haskell received 29,431 impressions
 Defra consultation photo from Agri Brunch – 8k impressions
 Statement on incidents in Blackpool –7.9k impressions
Top Twitter Posts since March:
 Tweet about James Haskell received 29,431 impressions
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 British Sandwich Week – 27.8k impressions
 BBC Countryfile call for people to be a young presenter – 17.2k impressions
Top Instagram post:
 Chris Stark post on the night – 340 likes, 2616 reach
 ‘Stories’ during Convention weekend worked well.
The usual post event social media posts did not happen this year; Facebook was too busy with the wrong
content. Twitter was relatively quiet and didn’t get as much of the backlash that Facebook did.
Where next on social media:
Are we reaching the YFC members?
 Facebook
49% are over 18 (23% aged 18-24)
Only 2% are aged 13-17
 Instagram
54% aged 18-24 and 10% 13-17
 YFC BUZZ
32,000 subscribers (will soon be affected by GDPR changes)
5k opens and 1-2% click through rate
 Ten26
23,500 circulation (last survey showed more than 60% read it)
Action: E&M to ask their counties what channel of social media their YFC members use the most; what is
there go-to platform?
Privacy policy needs to be reviewed in light of the GDPR situation; this will then effect the distribution of
the YFC Buzz. YFC members will be asked to re-subscribe to the mailing.
BD queried whether anything can be done about multiple copies of ten26 going to one household. GW
informed the group that anyone who experiences this can simply send him an email with the details and
he can manually fix this. CL did inform the SG that because it is a membership benefit, all YFC members are
entitled to one, hence receiving multiple copies. JCE informed the group that the actual number of
households receiving multiple copies in a very small percentage.
The E&M group was shown the reach and value of the PR coverage from the first half of 2018.
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CL explained that the competition E&M had agreed upon in February now wasn’t an appropriate
competition to run given everything that has happened following Annual Convention. The True YFC
campaign that was launched by LM to combat some of the negative press was really successful and NFYFC
has received in some great testimonials. The idea for NYFW is to now continue this campaign.
True YFC Competition:
 Competition: Create a promotional video for your YFC to post on social media
 Judges – Chris Stark and Scott Mills or Charlotte Smith and Adam Henson? (TBC)
 Prize to be offered (through sponsored element of the comp)
 Short 1 minute video – need to include criteria
True YFC media:
 Launch of the new food and farming Curve module – sharing positive messages about YFC in
schools #TrueYFC
 Ties in with the positive statements about what YFC is all about
 Working with industry (LEAF/FACE) and shows strong position in the industry
 Video of a module being delivered in a school will be released alongside the media work.
True YFC Video:
 A video that will reveal the True YFC
 Breakdown of what it means to be part of NFYFC
 To be launched at the start of the week
 Potentially use as paid-for content to reach wider network
 Backs up the work that local YFCs will be doing with their own promotional videos.
CL asked the group what different aspects the video should feature, the group agreed that all or some of
the following should be included:





Showcase the wide demographic of the county/ club/ area
Video should show that YFC is open to people not from a farming background
Include charity and community work
What I’ve learnt/ what I have gained from YFC

Action: CL to put together a set of judging criteria based on this and will put onto the E&M group for
approval.
JCE reminded the group this is a fun competition and ultimately the winner will be the one that catches
the judges eyes the most. The SG suggested asking Charlotte Smith and Gareth Wynne Jones to judge the
competition.
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Sophie Willingale is currently looking into sponsorship for the week.
CL is also looking into using some of the campaign as advertising, depending on budget, to help build the picture of
‘what is YFC’. This is with the aim to bridge the gap between grass roots and NFYFC, and help all members to
understand the organisation that they belong to.

LS informed the group that during a day in July in Norfolk, the officer team and county office will be going out and
interviewing different YFC members in the county. This will be put together to show the diverse range of members
holding different professions.
Agenda Item 8 – Annual Convention 2018
Total sales – 6191
On the Day sales - 445
Pre-sales – 5746
Packages not collected
241 three day wristbands
11 Friday & Saturday
5 Saturday only
3 Sunday only

The SG discussed the post event feedback; most of the discussion focused around whether the event was value for
money, can NFYFC continue to compete against what is in town and what type of event do the YFC members want
the Annual Convention to be? Within this the future of the Convention was discussed and the viability of the event.
DC made an important reminder that YFC’s values need to be upheld, and that YFC isn’t just about Annual
Convention.
JCE: Inside the WG ran very much to the schedule and as planned. All the events NFYFC facilitated ran well. Venue
looked great; always run two rooms, NFYFC increased signage for 2018 to help the members find their way to the
new room.
Behavior incidents within the Winter Gardens was the lowest in years; which has highlighted that the bad behavior
is happening outside the venue and therefore out of NFYFC’s control. There was an issue with security however this
was managed on-site at the time.
Feedback from the bands was not great; moving forward for future conventions, the music will need looking into as
feedback is suggesting the membership isn’t feeling the acts are value for money.
Agenda Item 9 – Future Annual Conventions
2019 Annual Convention is on hold. The decision to go ahead, or not, will not rest with the YFC members or council,
but with the BOM and the Blackpool Council. History and traditions of Annual Convention cannot dictate the
decision making process; there needs to be a cultural change within the organization.
Agenda Item 10 – Competitions Day
E&M Steering Group will not be facilitating any activities at Competitions Day. A discussion was held about next
year’s competitions day and the possibility of doing a fundraiser of some description.
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Agenda Item 11 – Area Feedback
No area feedback presented.
Agenda Item 12 – Any other business
GW updated the group on the progress of the website. Designs are done but the detail and content are still to be
formulated.
EA asked the group about the information that had been put up on the Facebook page about LGBTQ+ initiative. BD
said that if there is ample support out there already, is there a need for another support campaign? EA suggested
that this has come about because there isn’t enough support, if any, out there dealing with coming out in the rural
community.
LS told the group about a member who has recently come out in Norfolk and that he didn’t face any issues and
would be happy to talk about it. EA to discuss with Sarah Palmer.
MW would like the role & function of the E&M steering group to be discussed.
Agenda Item 13 – Date of next meeting
20th October 2018
Agenda Item 14 – Closing remarks
MW thanked everyone for attending.

Action Points
YFC Ski

Action: BW to liaise with PARK and get the designs and pricing to NUCO for the
booking page before the trip launch.

YFC Ski

Action: EA to speak to George Goodwin and Eleanor Smale

Comms &
Marketing

Action: E&M to ask their counties what channel of social media their YFC members
use the most; what is there go-to platform?

NYFW

Action: CL to put together a set of judging criteria based on this and will put onto the
E&M group for approval.
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